SALVAGED WOOD TRESTLE DINING TABLE

60" Rectangular Extension Table
60" L x 30" W x 30" H
Extends to 84"; seats up to 8 with extensions, 6 without*

72" Rectangular Extension Table
72" L x 36" W x 30" H
Extends to 102"; seats up to 10 with extensions, 8 without*

84" Rectangular Extension Table
84" L x 42" W x 30" H
Extends to 120"; seats up to 12 with extensions, 8 without*

96" Rectangular Extension Table
96" L x 42" W x 30" H
Extends to 132"; seats up to 14 with extensions, 10 without*

108" Rectangular Extension Table
108" L x 42" W x 30" H
Extends to 144"; seats up to 14 with extensions, 10 without*

120" Rectangular Extension Table
120" L x 42" W x 30" H
Extends to 156"; seats up to 16 with extensions, 12 without*

198" Rectangular Table
198" L x 42" W x 30" H
Seats up to 22*

240" Rectangular Table
240" L x 42" W x 30" H
Seats up to 26*

48" Round Table
48" diam., 30" H
Seats up to 5**

60" Round Table
60" diam., 30" H
Seats up to 7**

72" Round Table
72" diam., 30" H
Seats up to 9**

FEATURES
Our trestle table is handcrafted of unfinished, solid reclaimed pine timbers from 100-year-old buildings in Europe. Featuring carefully selected planks that have been planed and sanded by hand, our table displays the nicks, nail marks and imperfections that reveal its provenance. Generously sized for family suppers or grand fêtes.
• Rough-hewn planks are artisan-crafted with meticulous care
• 60" Rectangular Table comes with two 12" breadboard extensions
• 72" Rectangular Table comes with two 15" breadboard extensions
• 84", 96" and 108" Rectangular Tables each come with two 18" breadboard extensions
• Nicks, nail marks and imperfections speak of the wood’s age and provenance
• By their nature, unsealed salvaged wood planks may be somewhat uneven, and may cup or bow slightly over time, further enhancing their rustic one-of-a-kind character; cracks may be present

CARE
Clear furniture wax can be applied to protect the finish from minor spills. Briwax, a high-quality finishing wax, is our furniture sealant of choice; apply as directed. Please note that slight variations in color and an incomplete seal may occur with any sealant. To ensure desired results, test sealant on an inconspicuous area first. Use coasters or placemats to help prevent marks and stains. Wipe the surface clean with a soft, dry cloth after each use.

SWATCHES
Wood swatches available for purchase online, in stores or by calling 800.816.0901.

*Seating capacity based on 20" W Side Chairs along the length and an Armchair at each end.
**Seating capacity based on 20" W Side Chairs.

Unlimited Furniture Delivery at a low flat rate based on delivery area. See a store associate or our website for details.

See our website for pricing, additional views and more of our dining collections.